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Abstract A vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) can be

visualized as a network of moving vehicles communicating

in an asynchronous and autonomous fashion. Efficient and

scalable information dissemination in VANET applications

is a major challenge due to the movement of vehicles which

causes unpredictable changes in network topology. The pub-

lish/subscribe communication paradigm provides decoupling

in time, space, and synchronization between communicating

entities, and presents itself as an elegant solution for infor-

mation dissemination for VANET like environments. In this

paper, we propose our approach for information dissemi-

nation which utilizes publish/subscribe and distributed hash

table (DHT) based overlay networks. In our approach, we as-

sume a hybrid VANET consisting of stationary info-stations

and moving vehicles. These info-stations are installed at ev-

ery major intersection of the city and vehicles can take the

role of publisher, subscriber, or broker depending upon the

context. The info-stations form a DHT based broker overlay

among themselves and act as rendezvous points for related

publications and subscriptions. Further, info-stations also as-

sist in locating vehicles that have subscribed to information

items. We consider different possible deployments of this

hybrid VANET with respect to the number of info-stations

and their physical connectivity with each other. We perform
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simulations to assess the performance of our approach in

these different deployment scenarios and discuss their appli-

cability in urban and semi-urban areas.

Keywords vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET), peer-to-

peer overlay network, publish/subscribe communication

paradigm, distributed hash table (DHT)

1 Introduction

A vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) can be defined as a dis-

tributed, self-organizing communication network of moving

vehicles and stationary roadside info-stations. VANET can be

utilized to disseminate important information like dangerous

locations (construction site, post crash obstacles, road condi-

tions) to vehicles and can provide comfort of driving, better

managed traffic, and other benefits. Vehicles can get infor-

mation about the current and expected traffic conditions (ex-

pected delays, better routes, etc.). Information regarding the

location of the next intersection and signal timing can also be

disseminated so that vehicles can notify drivers of the optimal

speed. If a vehicle travels at the optimal speed, the traffic sig-

nal is likely to be green and the driver will not have to slow

down or stop the vehicle resulting in increased traffic flow

and fuel economy for vehicles.

Cellular networks such as 2 GB, 3 GB, 4 GB can serve

as alternatives for information dissemination among vehi-
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cles. However, scarcity of bandwidth is being experienced

more frequently as the number of subscribers grows rapidly.

Taking this issue into account, the 802.11 working group of

IEEE is standardizing 802.11p also known as dedicated short

range communication (DSRC) [1] for vehicular communica-

tion. Major players in the automotive industry such as BMW,

Toyota, and Nissan have already begun producing vehicles

equipped with short range communication technologies. Fur-

ther, experiments conducted in [2] suggest that a vehicle trav-

eling past a roadside access point with 802.11 a/b/g wire-

less interface at 80 km/h is able to transfer up to 50 MB of

data, which indicates that even if constant connectivity is not

present and frequent changes in topology are possible, the

data rate achieved is enough for common applications. The

previous arguments all indicate that in near future short range

communications between vehicles can be realized and net-

work applications will be built over them.

Vehicles in a VANET move along roads with different

speeds, stopping times, and directions. Developing applica-

tions over such dynamic and distributed environment is chal-

lenging due to the unpredictable and continuous changes to

the underlying network topology. Moreover, it is not possi-

ble to establish any central administrative authority in such

mobile, autonomous and ad-hoc environments.

The publish/subscribe communication paradigm [3]

presents itself as the most elegant solution for building ap-

plications where the underlying interaction mechanisms are

flexible, asynchronous and highly dynamic in nature. The

main strength of this paradigm lies in decoupling in time,

space, and flow among event producers (publishers) and

event consumers (subscribers).

In this paper, we present our publish/subscribe informa-

tion dissemination framework for VANET which utilizes a

DHT based peer to peer overlay of stationary info-stations as

rendezvous points for matching and notifying publications to

interested subscribers. The initial idea of the framework was

proposed earlier in [4]. Our framework has following salient

features.

• It enables vehicles to publish, or subscribe to, rele-

vant information and route it towards the nearest info-

stations through other vehicles using multi-hop connec-

tions.

• The DHT based overlay enables info-stations to act as

designated placeholders for subscriptions and publica-

tions having similar content based attributes.

• Info-stations also assist in locating vehicles. Using the

DHT methodology, every info-station takes responsibil-

ity to store location information of subscriber vehicles

still waiting for notifications.

• Notifications are routed towards only those vehicles that

have previously subscribed. This is done by utilizing the

overlay links of the info-station and vehicle to vehicle

multi-hop connections.

To locate vehicles, we utilize message exchanges be-

tween vehicles passing through major intersections and info-

stations installed there. Vehicles can inform the info-stations

that which direction they are coming from and going to. This

information, along with timestamp, is stored at a responsi-

ble info-station according to vehicle to info-station mapping

provided by DHTs information storage policy. The last info-

station passed and direction information is utilized to locate

vehicles.

We consider two specific deployment scenarios. In the first

scenario, we assume that info-stations are connected to the

internet and DHTs virtual links between them utilizing the

underlying IP-routing mechanism of the internet. In the sec-

ond scenario, we consider that info-stations are not physically

connected to each other and DHT among them utilizes multi-

hop routes formed by vehicles moving across them as infor-

mation carriers. We simulate both these approaches with dif-

ferent numbers of info-stations, speeds of vehicles, and den-

sities of vehicles. The density of vehicles is dependent on the

time of day in realistic scenarios. Simulated results allow us

to argue about the applicability of the above deployment sce-

narios in urban or semi-urban areas.

Section 2 provides a technical description of the pub-

lish/subscribe notification service over DHT based structured

peer to peer overlays. In Section 3 we provide our system

model. Section 4 presents algorithms of our approach and

possible deployment scenarios. Section 5 describes the simu-

lation environment and results. In Section 6 we survey related

work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Publish/subscribe over DHT

Information dissemination in dynamic distributed networks

such as VANETs is challenging due to the unpredictable

and restricted mobility of vehicles which results in dynamic

topology changes. The design challenges for information dis-

semination applications can be summarized as:

Timeliness Vehicles should be notified of obstacles or

hazards, such as accidents, or traffic, with sufficient time for
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a new route to be chosen.

High mobility with dynamic topology should be able to

tolerate the high mobility of vehicles and consequent rapid

topology changes. The mobility is constrained, as vehicles

usually move along controlled trajectories.

Sparse and uneven distribution of vehicles should be

able to cope up with network partitions which are very com-

mon in VANETs where vehicles are often distributed un-

evenly. The distribution of vehicles is dependent upon the de-

ployment area (urban or rural) and time of the day (before

office hours, after office hours, night hours, etc.).

Minimal infrastructure should be able to perform ef-

fectively in scenarios where communication infrastructure is

minimal. Should be able to utilize moving vehicles for dis-

seminating information by using multi-hop communication

links in ad-hoc manner.

Scalability should be able to scale so that more vehicles

can be added anywhere and at any time without affecting the

performance.

Considering these design challenges we require decou-

pling and asynchrony in interaction among communication

partners. Furthermore, a distributed, decentralized and au-

tonomous network substrate is needed to efficiently store,

lookup and route the information to intended users.

2.1 Publish/subscribe communication paradigm

VANET presents itself as an unpredictable environment

where many-to-many communication takes place and it is not

clear in advance who needs what information and at which

moment. The publish/subscribe communication paradigm is

most suitable for such environments due to its inherent de-

coupled nature. This paradigm provides decoupling from

time, flow, and space. Decoupling from time means that the

event subscriber and publisher need not be up at the same

time whereas decoupling from flow implies that sending and

receiving does not block participants. Further, space decou-

pling enables subscribers to move from one location to an-

other without informing the publisher.

This communication paradigm consists of three basic com-

ponents: publisher, subscriber, and broker. Publishers are

the sources of information whereas subscribers are known as

consumers. The system may consist of multiple publishers,

subscribers and brokers. A user shows interest in receiving

certain types of events by generating subscriptions in the sys-

tem. A broker acts as a mediator between the publisher and

the subscriber. It is used to store and match the publications

and subscriptions and to notify matched publications to inter-

ested subscribers.

Publish/subscribe system can be broadly classified into ei-

ther topic based or content based [3] depending on the man-

ner in which a publication and subscription can be described.

For our application we utilize a mix of both topic based and

content based methods. We statically define a list of attributes

beforehand to be utilized for describing attribute-value pair

based publications and subscriptions.

2.2 Structured P2P overlay based on DHT

Structured peer to peer overlays networks [5–7] create a

virtual structured topology above the basic transport layer.

These overlays are based on DHTs and offer various features

like robust wide-area routing architectures, efficient search of

data items, storage, and self-organization.

In our approach, we utilize chord [7], a simple structured

peer to peer overlay based on DHT. Chord utilizes SHA-1,

a consistent hashing mechanism to assign m-bit identifier to

each node and content object. This m-bit identifier space is

represented as ring which wraps up at 2m−1. In chord, each

node maintains a link to its successor-node in the identi-

fier ring. Lookup requests are passed around the ring via

these successor links. This process terminates when a node

is found which is responsible for the desired identifier getting

looked up. In order to improve the routing performance, each

node maintains the additional routing information in form of

finger-table. This finger-table is a routing table of at most m

entries (for m-bit identifier space). The ith entry in this finger

table at any node n contains identifier of a node that succeeds

n by at least 2i−1 on the identifier ring, where 1 � i � m and

all operations are modulo 2m.

We make use of the content-to-node mapping provided by

chord. The content-to-node mapping maps the set of sub-

scriptions and publications to the set of nodes. This map-

ping has to satisfy the intersection rule that an event and its

matched subscription have to be mapped to the same node.

These nodes are termed rendezvous nodes. When any node

wants to publish or subscribe, the attributes of publication,

or subscription are hashed to generate content ID. The node

uses its successor list and finger-table to find the storage point

of this publication or subscription. Publications and subscrip-

tions are stored at the node whose ID is the immediate suc-

cessor of the publication or subscription ID.

3 System model

We assume a city based scenario where the info-stations
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are installed at major positions (e.g., important intersec-

tions) of the city. These info-stations act as rendezvous

points for publications and subscriptions by forming a DHT

structure among them. These info-stations and the vehicles

are equipped with omni-directional antenna and they have

fixed transmission range. Each vehicle and info-station has

its unique identification number. We assume that the info-

stations have a transmission range of 1 000 m whereas

vehicles have a transmission range of 500 m. The mini-

mum distance between two info-stations is assumed to be

3 000 m. Info-stations broadcast their IDs periodically for

the vehicles moving around them. Vehicles can send publi-

cations/subscriptions to info-stations directly if they are in

their range. Otherwise, publications and subscriptions are for-

warded hop by hop by utilizing other vehicles moving on the

road.

Info-stations act as the ultimate meeting points or brokers

for publications and subscriptions and they forward matching

publications to interested subscribers. Each vehicle and info-

station has its own unique identification number. Info-stations

form a chord like DHT structure.

Chord is utilized to create hashed IDs of info-stations to

form a logical overlay ring. The published and subscribed

messages get hashed content IDs. These content IDs are

termed keys. Both content and node IDs are chosen from

same identifier space which is taken big enough to avoid node

and content IDs mapping to the same hash value. This overlay

of info-stations is used to form rendezvous points for publica-

tion and subscriptions. We assume following two deployment

scenarios:

• Infrastructure deployment: Info-stations are connected

to the Internet. The underlying communication among

them is through IP based Internet.

• Infrastructure less deployment: Info-stations are not

connected to the Internet. The underlying communica-

tion among them is multi-hop via vehicles.

Further, we assume that vehicles are not equipped with

global positioning system (GPS) or navigation systems in our

approach.

3.1 Skewed vehicle distribution

It is believed that distribution of vehicles running around any

area is not uniform. It is dependent on time of day, with

some popular hot spots in particular area. For example, dur-

ing morning and evening hours, traffic density is maximal due

to crowds of office goers. Similarly, in night hours traffic den-

sity is minimal. Further, some areas can be considered as hot

spots during overall low traffic density times. We observe that

around movie theatres, airports, railway stations, night clubs,

etc., traffic density is more during off hours.

This skewed distribution of vehicles has an interest-

ing effect on the DHT of info-stations when we consider

infrastructure-less deployment. In high density situations, all

the info-stations are able to run the DHT maintenance algo-

rithm and, as a result single DHT of info-stations is formed.

On the other hand, under skewed distribution and low density

this single DHT is broken up into smaller DHTs as only those

info-stations which are surrounded by vehicles can maintain

their neighborhood information. This split of DHTs is de-

picted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 DHT of info-stations

Fig. 2 Splitting of DHT

4 Description of algorithms

In this section we present the algorithms for publication, sub-

scription, location determination, and notification used in our

approach. Each vehicle has the following data structures to

manage publications and subscriptions and to provide loca-

tion services:

• Subscription table: to store active subscriptions.

• Publication table: to store active publications.

• Forwarding table: to store others publications and sub-
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scriptions for further forwarding.

• Vehicle ID: identification number of the vehicle.

• Last info-station time stamp: identifier of the last info-

station passed and the time stamp of this event.

Info-stations also have subscription table, publication ta-

ble, info-station ID, and forwarding table. Additionally, they

maintain a location table which stores the location informa-

tion of vehicles they are responsible for.

4.1 Publishing, subscribing and matching

In our approach, the publish primitive is defined as publish

(publication specification, TTL) where TTL is the time for

which a publication is considered to be active. Subscribe

primitive is defined as subscribe (subscription specification,

subscriber_id, TTL) where subscriber_id is the identification

of the vehicle which subscribes and TTL is the time for which

a subscription is valid. Figure 3 provides the procedures for

publishing and subscribing.

Fig. 3 Publication and subscription installation

Vehicles willing to publish or subscribe send the publica-

tion/subscription to the nearest info-station through other ve-

hicles running between itself and the info station. Vehicles

forward the publication/subscription to one hop neighbors in

range. Vehicles which are running ahead of the vehicle (that

is publishing or subscribing) in the same direction and the

vehicle running in opposite direction carry the publication

or subscription and send it again to their one hop neighbor

in their ranges. This process continues till the publication or

subscription reaches an info-station. If traffic is dense, then

publication/subscription is transferred to the info-station with

less delay. On the other hand, if there are very few vehicles

on road, then there may be substantial delay in sending the

publication/subscription to info-station.

In this process of hop-by-hop transfer of publication

and subscription towards info-stations, it may be possi-

ble that some of the vehicles (through which the publi-

cation/subscription is forwarded) receive matching publica-

tions or subscriptions. In this case, in addition to forwarding

the publication/subscription, they can also act as rendezvous

point for publications and subscriptions. Once the publica-

tion/subscription reaches an info-station, it is sent to the ren-

dezvous node by utilizing the DHT structure connecting the

info-stations. Figure 4 provides algorithms which outline for-

warding and matching processes for moving vehicles.

Fig. 4 Forwarding and matching

Each vehicle, after receiving a publication or subscrip-

tion from other vehicles first performs the matching opera-

tion with pre-stored publications and subscriptions. At this

instant, each vehicle assumes the role of broker. For example,

every received publication is first checked with the subscrip-

tions in the subscription table and forwarding table. If the

received publication matches with any subscription of sub-

scription table then it is accepted as a notification by the ve-

hicle receiving the publication. If the publication matches any

subscription in forwarding table then the corresponding sub-

scriber is notified by the vehicle itself. If none of the cases

mentioned above occurs, then the publication is forwarded to
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other vehicles in the one hop range. This process is repeated

until a matching subscription is found at vehicles on the way

or the publication reaches at the nearest info-station.

When a publication or subscription reaches any info-

station it is routed to a rendezvous info-station by utilizing

the DHT routing substrate. These info-stations are connected

to each other through virtual links provided by the underly-

ing transport layer. We predefine a specific attribute schema

for describing publications and subscriptions. Each publica-

tion and subscription specification has some attributes associ-

ated with it. These attribute names are hashed to find the ren-

dezvous info-station of publications and subscriptions. Con-

sequently, publications and subscriptions related to the same

attributes are routed towards the same info-station. The pub-

lications and subscriptions are matched with each other at

rendezvous info-stations and corresponding subscribers are

notified with the help of vehicles passing info-stations.

4.2 Tracking subscribers location

As vehicles move and subscribe simultaneously, the location

of subscribed vehicles will very likely be different when no-

tifications are ready to be delivered. Vehicles may issue sub-

scription in one region of a city and at the time of notification

they might be in any other region. In our approach, we have

not assumed GPS enabled vehicles. Instead, subscribed vehi-

cles and info-stations work in a cooperative manner to locate

vehicles.

Location information of subscribed vehicles is maintained

in the DHT of info-stations in a distributed fashion. Every

info-station is responsible for storing the location informa-

tion for a set of vehicles. The vehicle ID is hashed to discover

the info-station which stores the location details of a vehi-

cle. Each vehicle broadcasts its ID and direction at the time

of passing an info-station. That info-station hashes the vehi-

cle ID to find out which info-station is responsible for the

location base of the vehicle and updates the location infor-

mation at that info-station. In this way, the location of every

subscribed vehicle is up to date at info-stations.

It should be noted that the system is not required to main-

tain the location details of all the vehicles. It would be very

costly overhead to regularly update the locations of all ve-

hicles all the time. The location information is maintained

only for vehicles that have subscribed to some events and are

thus expecting notifications. The information consumers are

not interested in knowing the ID or location of information

providers. They are only interested in getting the desired in-

formation. On the other hand, subscribed vehicles must be

located to forward the notifications to them at a given time.

The info-stations are installed at major intersections of

city in our approach. As mentioned earlier, info-stations pe-

riodically broadcast their IDs to vehicles moving past them.

This assists vehicles as they know that they are nearing info-

stations and certain actions should be taken. Roads lead-

ing away from info-stations are marked with direction tags

(North, South, East, and West) as depicted in Fig. 5. Vehi-

cles can inform the info-stations that which direction they are

coming from and going to.

Fig. 5 Tracking vehicle location

How this direction information is generated can be vehi-

cle or application specific. At an info-station, vehicle can ei-

ther turn left, right or go straight. Smart vehicles can record

their steering movement while they are passing info-stations

to know what direction is taken.

The direction information with timestamp is stored at the

info-station responsible for the location of the vehicle. This

last info-station crossed and direction information is also

stored in the vehicles. For example, suppose a notification

is ready at an info-station for any vehicle. The info-station

enquires about the location of vehicle by contacting the info-

station maintaining the location of a vehicle via DHT lookup.

The returned info-station reports the last info-station passed

data for that vehicle. The notification is forwarded to that last

passed info-station using the underlying DHT routing sub-

strate which uses the direction information to forward the no-

tification by using other vehicles as carriers that are passing

the info-station and moving in that direction. If a notification

is ready at any vehicle (matching publications and subscrip-

tions on vehicles met on the way), then the notification is first

transferred to nearest info-station which forwards it to the tar-

get info-station.

In our design, subscribed vehicles are not required to be lo-

cated in a fine grained manner. Our vehicle tracking approach

is rather a coarse-grained one. It provides details of the info-
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stations between which a vehicle can be found at any given

time. Once vehicle is located between two info-stations, then

other vehicles moving in the direction of the target vehicle

can be utilized to forward notifications.

4.3 Notification delivery

Notifications are delivered using the location information of

subscriber. They are forwarded towards target info-stations

which in turn forward them towards the target vehicle. This

process is explained by the following example. Suppose we

learn that a target subscriber vehicle is in between info-

stations A and B at a given time (has passed A and is mov-

ing towards B). The notification is routed towards A which

forwards it through vehicles moving towards info-station B.

There may be a situation that more than one vehicle acts as

a carrier for this notification. There can be two cases: 1) the

notification is delivered to the target vehicle but it is still be-

ing forwarded towards B (because more than one vehicle was

carrying it); 2) notification is not delivered to target vehicle

(perhaps because the target vehicle has already passed B at

the time the notification arrived). These two cases are han-

dled by our approach in following manner:

• In the first case, when the subscriber vehicle passes B,

it informs B that it has received notifications (with their

ID) while it was in between A and B. Thus when dupli-

cate notifications reach at info-station A, they are dis-

carded and not forwarded further.

• In the second case, B knows which direction the tar-

get vehicle has moved in. Consequently, when a noti-

fication reaches B (and the subscribed vehicle has not

acknowledged the receipt of the notification), it is for-

warded towards the target subscribed vehicle.

5 Simulation environment and results

We have simulated our approach by using Oversim [8] over

objective modular network testbed in C++ (OMNeT++)

[9] and traffic control interface (TraCI) client for OM-

NeT++/MiXiM [10] framework. Our approach for simulat-

ing the peer to peer overlay network of publishers, sub-

scribers, brokers and info station is depicted in Fig. 6.

OverSim [8] is an open-source simulation framework for

peer to peer overlay networks to be used over OMNeT++

[9] simulation environment. MiXiM [10] is a communication

network simulation package for OMNeT++ with a focus on

wireless networks. TraCI client [11] uses simulation of urban

Fig. 6 Traffic and network simulators

mobility (SUMO) [12] with OMNET++ to simulate vehicle

to vehicle communications. SUMO uses mobility model gen-

erator for vehicular networks (MOVE) [13] as the mobility

simulator. The two components of MOVE are a road map

editor and a vehicle movement editor. The road map editor

is used to generate a road map from topologically integrated

geographic encoding and referencing (TIGER) database or

Google earth files. Movement of vehicles can be generated

automatically or manually using the vehicle movement edi-

tor. It specifies the properties of each vehicle such as vehi-

cle speed, duration of trip, origin and destination of vehicle,

vehicle departure time, etc. The road map and the vehicle’s

properties are sent to the SUMO compiler which generates

a trace file for the network simulator. This trace file includes

the location of each vehicle at every time instant for the entire

simulation time and their mobility profiles. This trace file is

used in the simulations on OMNeT++. We have performed

many sets of experiments to evaluate the performance of our

approach in different settings. In the following subsection, we

describe, in detail, the different simulation settings and pro-

cess of traffic simulation in our approach.

5.1 Traffic simulation

We have simulated traffic scenarios in two cities of India as

our reference. To simulate the traffic of an urban area we have

chosen South Delhi whereas for semi-urban area we have

chosen Allahabad. The following steps were taken to develop

the map and simulate traffic using SUMO:

Fixed nodes and edges To simulate the traffic we use the

Google earth maps of South Delhi and Allahabad. We mark

the major roads and use all the major intersections as fixed

nodes (info-stations). We also mark the edges between the

fixed nodes.

XML files for coordinates of nodes and edges We for-

mulate the coordinates of all fixed nodes and also identify

the edges connecting these nodes. In general, we convert the

given information into three files, which are used by SUMO
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as input data. Two of the files contain the network infor-

mation, to be converted into node and link information in

SUMO. Figure 7 depicts the map of South Delhi which is

taken as reference. Further, Fig. 8 depicts the snapshot of traf-

fic simulation for the map of South Delhi.

Fig. 7 Map of South Delhi showing fixed nodes and edges

Fig. 8 Snapshot of traffic simulation for South Delhi

We divided a simulated day into three traffic types:

07:00–10:00 and 17:00–19:00 (peak traffic), 10:00–17:00

and 19:00–00:00 (moderate traffic), and 00:00–7:00 (low

traffic). The simulation settings for vehicles are summarized

as follows:

South Delhi (urban area) This is a high vehicle density

scenario with an organized four-lane road network. Maxi-

mum 1 000 vehicles may be present concurrently. Maximum

speed of vehicles is 60 km/h and near intersections (info-

stations) the average speed is 30 km/h. The vehicle density

is dependent upon time of day. Peak traffic density, 800 to

1 000 vehicles, moderate traffic density, 300 to 500 vehicles,

and low traffic density, 100 to 300 vehicles.

Allahabad (semi-urban area) This is a somewhat low ve-

hicle density scenario with a less organized two-lane road

network. A maximum of 600 vehicles can be present concur-

rently. Maximum speed of vehicles is 50 km/h and near the

intersections (info-stations) average speed is 20 km/h. The

vehicle density is again dependent upon time of day. Peak

traffic, 400 to 600 vehicles, moderate traffic, an average of

300 vehicles, and low traffic, an average of 100 vehicles.

In both of the above settings, publishers and subscribers

are distributed randomly among all the vehicles. The maxi-

mum percentage of subscriber vehicles is 10% whereas max-

imum 20% act as publishers. Vehicles utilize a predefined set

of matching publications and subscriptions from a file to gen-

erate at fixed rate. Simulation results are collected for both

the deployment scenarios with two further variations: 1) info-

stations are connected to internet; 2) info-stations exchange

information through vehicles moving between them. In the

next subsection we present our simulation results and their

analysis. Further, the distribution of the number of vehicles

is also of two types: in one set of experiments, vehicles are

uniformly distributed across the map whereas in other set ve-

hicle distribution replicates real life situations where some

roads near hot spots like metro and rail stations, shopping

malls, airports, and some popular junctions experience heav-

ier traffic than other roads.

5.2 Simulation results

In this subsection we present our simulation results. Two

sets of results are presented, one with uniform distribution

of vehicles and other with traffic skewed around hot spots.

These results are gathered for simulation environments of

both South Delhi (urban area) and Allahabad (semi-urban

area), and for both deployment scenarios, info-station with

internet connectivity (connected) and without connectivity

(isolated). In all the results, we measure the delivery ratio

expressed as a fraction of subscribers successfully receiving

the notification with respect to the number of info-stations.

5.2.1 Uniform distribution of vehicles

Figures 9(a)–9(d) depict the results where a uniform distri-

bution of vehicles is considered. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) depict

the results obtained for high and low densities of vehicles, re-

spectively, in the South Delhi setting. In Fig. 9(a), it can be

observed that when vehicle density is high then the perfor-

mance in the isolated info-station case is somewhat compa-

rable to the connected info-station case. It may also be noted

that as the number of info-stations increases, the delivery ra-

tio increases and reaches a maximum of 95% and 89% for

connected and isolated info-stations respectively. This sug-

gests that if vehicle density is high then with more info-

stations, we can achieve a similar delivery ratio with isolated

info-station to the connected info-station case.

The situation is completely different when the density

of vehicles is low. Here, the connected info-station scenario
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Fig. 9 Delivery ratio: uniform distribution of vehicles. (a) urban area, high
vehicle density; (b) urban area, low vehicle density; (c) semi-urban area,
high vehicle density; (d) semi-urban area, low vehicle density

performs much better than the isolated info-station case. It

may be observed in Fig. 9(b) that the maximum delivery ra-

tio is not degraded much for the connected info-station case

in low density but for isolated info-stations it is reduced by

almost 50%. This is due to partitioning of the DHT overlay

as there are very few or no vehicles moving between them.

Figures 9(c)–9(d) depict the results obtained for high and

low density of vehicles respectively, in the Allahabad setting.

Here, a similar pattern of results is obtained. In the case of

connected info-stations very similar performance is recorded

as in the South Delhi setting for both high and low densi-

ties whereas for isolated info-stations, performance is much

reduced.

5.2.2 Skewed distribution of vehicles

Figures 10(a)–10(d) present the results for the skewed dis-

tribution of vehicles. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the re-

sults for urban area whereas Figs. 10(c) and 10(d) provide

the results for semi-urban settings. We have marked some ar-

eas in the map as hot spots with a vehicle distribution such

that roads and info-stations around them experience higher

traffic density.

Here, we recorded substantial improvement in the perfor-

mance of the isolated info-station scenario, both for high and

low densities. The improvement is more remarkable in the

case of low density, both in the case of urban and semi-urban

areas where we observed that delivery ratios almost double

with respect to the uniform distribution setting.

The reason behind this remarkable improvement is justi-

fiable. We have taken several snapshots of running simula-

tion to closely observe the DHT formation process among

the info-stations. In the chord DHT protocol, every node

Fig. 10 Delivery ratio: skewed distribution of vehicles. (a) urban area, high
vehicle density; (b) urban area, low vehicle density; (c) semi-urban area, high
vehicle density; (d) semi-urban area, low vehicle density

periodically runs a stabilization procedure to discover node

joining or leaving. In this stabilization procedure, nodes ask

their successor to tell the ID of its predecessor. In isolated

info-station case, the underlying multi-hop communication

among vehicles is the only way to send these stabilization

messages in DHT layer. If there are no vehicles between two

neighbors of the DHT ring, then this results in timeout of

the DHT heartbeat messages. Nodes which are not able to

reply the stabilization messages due to underlying intermit-

tent connectivity are considered to be out of the DHT ring.

As the density of vehicles is skewed around a few clusters

of the info-stations, we observe formation of small DHT

rings of info-stations around the hotspots. Further, publica-

tions and subscriptions happen around those hot spots only

due to the presence of most of the vehicles around them.

Consequently, we observe increase in delivery ratio as no-

tifications are routed easily towards subscribers due to good

connectivity through dense vehicle population and notifica-

tions have to travel lesser distance to reach to subscriber.

5.2.3 Delay in notification delivery

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) depict the simulation results for de-

lay in delivering notifications to interested subscribers. These

results are collected for the urban scenario where delay in

notification delivery is plotted against vehicle density. Figure

11(a) provides the results for uniform distribution of vehi-

cles whereas Fig. 11(b) shows the results for a skewed dis-

tribution. It may be noted that when info-stations are poten-

tially connected to the Internet then vehicle density causes

very little effect on delay in notification delivery. In the case

of isolated info-stations, when uniform distribution of vehi-

cles is considered then delay increases when vehicle density
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increases. On the other hand, when vehicle distribution is

skewed then the performance of system is remarkably sat-

isfactory. This is due to both publishers and subscribers may

be found in the vicinity of hot spots where smaller DHTs get

formed due to vehicle concentration around them.

Fig. 11 Delay in notification delivery. (a) urban area, uniform distribution;
(b) urban area, skewed distribution

6 Related work

Recently, some approaches [14–17] have been proposed

which use the publish/subscribe paradigm for information

dissemination in VANET like settings. These approaches

have contributed significantly toward understanding the ap-

plicability of publish/subscribe over VANET.

In these approaches [14–17], a hybrid setup is assumed

where there are stationary info-stations and moving vehicles

communicating in cooperative manner. These info-stations

are assumed to be connected to the Internet for timely infor-

mation spreading. Vehicles are assumed to be installed with

navigation system and GPS and they behave like mobile sen-

sors that collect information about traffic condition, parking

slots, etc. Then with the help of GPS and navigation system

a publish/subscribe middleware is used to disseminate infor-

mation geographically.

The main goal in these approaches [14–17] is to design

a publish/subscribe middleware for vehicular networks that

considers location and time in its design objectives. This mid-

dleware enables the application developers to publish noti-

fications towards specific locations taking advantage of the

information that can be extracted from the vehicle’s naviga-

tion systems (location, map, destination of the driver, etc.)

to generate subscriptions. The navigation system decides if a

vehicle is interested in receiving a specific notification or not.

Mobile vehicles transfer this information to the info-station

on its way. All the info-stations are directly accessible to each

other with the help of the Internet. A centralized system com-

bines the gathered information and generates traffic warnings.

Traffic warnings are sent to the nearest info-station and from

there they are routed towards the affected road segment by

vehicle-to-vehicle communication.

Authors of [18,19] introduced an approach for segmented

DHTs of moving cars. They assume that a city is divided into

segments and every segment has its own DHT where each ve-

hicle can communicate to other directly. Vehicles may cross

segments while moving and they leave the previous segment

(or DHT) and join the next. Though their approach looks fea-

sible but the effect of frequent joining and leaving of vehi-

cles to different DHTs is yet to be inverstigated. The authors

have not provided any supporting simulation results. More-

over, if vehicles can communicate directly with each other,

all the vehicles can overhear the messages in a segment and

thus formation of DHT in such small segment appears to be

a redundant feature.

6.1 Discussion

The approach closest to ours is presented in [16]. Although

the proposed approach is effective, it depends heavily upon

GPS, navigation system and digital maps of cities. They also

require highly sophisticated vehicles equipped with these de-

vices. Also, in these approaches info-stations are assumed to

be connected to the Internet and a centralized server is re-

quired to gather information to build notifications. This re-

quires the pre-deployment of infrastructure to make the de-

sign workable. Further, it is desirable to store the relevant

information zone-wise and maintain given zone for vehicles

to be notified. The subscription has to be routed towards a

zone to get matching notifications. This is achieved through

the network of info-stations assumed to be connected to the

Internet.

We argue that for different application scenarios, the pro-

posed solution in [16] has limitations even if this extensive

infrastructure is there. For example, in any urban locality,

there are parking spots for cinemas, bars etc. Some parking

spots are near to points of interest and some are several kilo-

meters away. If vehicles are only notified once they arrive in

the vicinity of a point of interest that parking is not available

then it would be a significant obstacle for drivers to find al-

ternative parking. If drivers can get information in a timely

manner, they can choose another parking location or another

cinema altogether. Further, if info-station infrastructure is not

there, then vehicles maintain the information by working in

collaboration (ad-hoc persistence). In other words, vehicles

crossing the affected area or moving nearby keep on transfer-

ring the desired publication to each other to maintain it there.

This is hugely dependent on vehicle density. For instance, if a

vehicle having desired information crosses the area and does

not find any other vehicle for some time going towards that
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area, then some important notifications will be missed.

Finally, the approach in [16] assumes that there is a central-

ized server attached to the Internet which collects information

and then generates notifications. These notifications must be

generated by a centralized entity because they also include

the location information of persistence area where they must

be stored, routed and maintained for a given time. They re-

quire infrastructure of info-stations because the publications

have to be routed to the centralized server in a timely fashion,

notifications have to be generated and then must be forwarded

towards the affected area in time. Their approach cannot be

solely dependent on an ad-hoc mode of dissemination.

Our approach does not assume that vehicles are fitted with

sophisticated devices like GPS-navigation systems. Instead

of generating notifications in centralized manner, the under-

lying DHT is used to route and store related publications and

subscriptions close to rendezvous info-stations. In our ap-

proach, we relax the requirement of info-stations to be con-

nected to the Internet. Info-stations are just a wireless devices

with an omni-directional antenna and some memory. They

are not required to have any infrastructure to talk to other

info-stations. Instead of the continuous transfer of notifica-

tions from one vehicle to another, these low cost info-stations

can store the information for a given time in a given area.

For [16], one cannot find info-stations everywhere (because

that approach assumes that info-stations are connected to the

Internet). For our approach, it is just as simple as putting a

stationary node into ad-hoc mode, which is less expensive to

install and maintain. Our contributions can be listed as fol-

lows:

• Results are gathered for two scenarios; info-stations

connected to the Internet and isolated info-stations

where links are formed in an ad-hoc manner through

vehicles moving among them.

• For the connected info-stations case, our approach is

somewhat similar to [16] with respect to performance

issues like delivery ratio and delay in delivery. This is

justifiable as when the info-stations are not leaving and

joining dynamically and the link between info-stations

are stable then whether they communicate and build

notifications in the DHT manner (as in our approach)

or by any other manner (as assumed in [16]), there

would not be much difference performance wise. This is

also evident in our results as compared to performance

achieved by [16] in similar simulation scenarios.

• The distinguishing feature of our approach is the solu-

tion provided for the scenario where info-stations are

not connected. In this case there is an enforced dy-

namism in the DHT structure of info-stations due to dy-

namism of ad-hoc links formed by moving vehicles be-

tween them. This dynamism is dependent upon the den-

sity of vehicles which changes according to the time of

day. Accordingly, the DHT of info-stations can be split

or different DHTs can be merged together. Interestingly,

this merge and split does not have a major impact on the

performance when the skewed distribution of vehicles

is used in our simulations which models the density of

vehicles near hotspots as it happens in real life. This is

due to the fact that the vehicles that need information

and vehicles that provide information are found to be

close to these hotspots.

7 Conclusion

We have presented our approach for information dissemi-

nation in a hybrid VANET of moving vehicles and station-

ary info-stations. Our approach utilizes the publish/subscribe

communication paradigm and a DHT based overlay network.

We do not use GPS to locate vehicles on the road. The loca-

tion of vehicles is determined by info-stations in a coopera-

tive manner. We have simulated two deployment scenarios,

both connected to the Internet and an isolated scenario that

utilizes vehicles to disseminate information. We have used

traffic scenarios for two Indian cities (South Delhi and Al-

lahabad) as a reference for urban and semi-urban areas. The

simulation results suggest that even when the info-stations

are not connected, the performance of our approach is accept-

able. This is true even for the situation when vehicle density

is low if the skewed distribution of vehicles is considered.
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